DATE OF CHANGE: 3/18/2022

ADDENDUM # 01 TO BID INVITATION #RFP VR–2022–3

DATE OF BID CLOSING: 03/25/2022 TIME OF BID CLOSING: 4:00 PM (EST)

FOR: North Country CRP services

CLARIFICATIONS:

Question 1: What is the budget/contract price for this contract?

State Response: There is no defined specific budget for this contract. Proposals should specify the costs for the requested deliverables.

PURCHASING AGENT:
E:Mail:

NOTE: ALL CHANGES TO BID SOLICITATION NOTED IN ADDENDUMS WILL SUPERSEDE PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS AND MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE BID. ALL OTHER SPECIFICATIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED AND VALID.

BIDDER ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________

BY ________________________________ TEL. NO.____________________________

(this document must be signed) (please type or print name)

Please visit: https://das.nh.gov/purchasing/vendorresources.aspx (click on “Bid and Proposals”) for complete bid and addendums.